
Dear Jim, 	 1/7/76 
I'm sure glad you didn't cal until I was ready to leave for Ill. I then had to 

drive her two places and it was after 7 before we ware home. However, while I was waiting 
your brief mention of Bud's one reaction just wouldn't go avoy. 

I have written him about it but as iil 044 it is abut like knockint„ a head 
against the wall. My helm is that at stets POW Mal say get interested in what the 
whole story is, what can happen as a result, end that Jimmy's defense say from all of 
this improve. 

No matter how awhile say want to we can neither of is go through another liesaWkie. 
I will not think now of putting in those kinds of hours or living through all 

of the unneoessary tensions. It was a drain on you you ought never have to go through 
again and then should not have had to. It is not by any means only this miserable per-
soma business. Ws are looking toward a trial. Whether °root we get it we'd best be 
prepared for one. With you alms? With Bud having a chance to do again what he has done? 

Smatum the Playboy &minim ea the piece Jim is now wriilnellad to phew him 
and tell him when I'll be Amoy. They do consult with as. Se,* days not at all, some 
albsaf.dessa times. Theyedid tonight as soon as you and I finished talking. So, I told 
his about the Potomac pities. Its wonder is that Bud hasn't been in serious trouble 
already and that someone hasn't written a reel expos* that would be a different kind 
of ruin. 

Believe vs there is such sore than I've mouthamod in writing Bud and Sill and 
this business ham to oat sow, May Or no may. Whet I can dip I don't know but what 
I an willteg to I do. 

'bare is more of the same rotten stuff. I haven't bad a Alamo to read it yet 
but I read Howard's moompanyingrnets. it WS that Bud's now associates, the SIB 
crowd, is se literally plaodarising that they are ghotographirg; actual pages of 
copyrighted and gaits original work and distributing it. &ward mat me a dopy of 
Crisdaddy with it. 

It is net may that there is no end to this but that it can provide the means 
of doing something to stop the harm these people do. Our problem, of course, is that 
five are but two people and can do only SO  mush. 

The weather report I last beard is what you said May told yem. Shin means the 
odds are against your getting here tomorrow so f make these notes note to forget. 

You mow be right about had wasting to starts the 14Y ease  after 6th elrehlto 
There was a time when I thought ho or Bill said otherwise. HO is army and egomaniacal 
enough to talk himself into believing that with the  crap he talks about that is so he," 
real he can try such a case. After what he has seen and been through I think Jimy 
may have other and entirely uniusgired ideas. 

Jim raised an interesting point I hadn't really thought about, sithemg 
although it was obvious when I reed the fOtemao lime. Yeleatise knew better, if only 
from sitting through the hearing, after vhioh he did this writing. Unless you begin 
with an assumption neither McKinley nor I did, it memo he was told what to write. 
Paul knew better and other than he wrote. 

hastily, 


